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Put simply, a vehicle lift is a device that raises and holds vehicles in the air. This makes 
maintenance easier than the alternative — having people lie down and slide under vehicles 
to make repairs while on their backs. Jacks and dollies don’t qualify as lifts, because 
they’re not built to hold vehicles in the air indefinitely. 

Today, there is a wide range of lift designs available. Each of them meets various vehicle 
service needs. For the heavy duty industry, there are many lift possibilities, including:

• Inground lifts

• Pit lifts

• Two-post surface lifts

• Platform lifts

• Mobile column lifts

What is a vehicle lift?



Why use heavy duty lifts?
There are numerous advantages to using vehicle lifts instead of relying on floor jacks, 
jack stands, creepers and pits. For the majority of truck maintenance and repair tasks, you’ll 
find that vehicle lifts improve:

• Productivity

• Profitability

• Ergonomics and safety

• Workers’ compensation costs

• Employee recruitment and retention
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Improve Productivity
For many fleets, the labor involved in repairing and servicing vehicles is the second most 
expensive cost in terms of equipment and maintenance. Only fuel costs more. When 
you’re spending that much on something, you want to make sure that you’re using it as 
efficiently as possible. Vehicle lifts help you accomplish this.

The two biggest factors that affect your technicians’ productivity: access and clearance. 
Vehicle lifts provide convenient, comfortable access to every part of a truck that needs 
service, which lets your techs get more work done in less time. And because many newer 
truck cabs ride lower to the ground, it’s much more difficult for technicians to get under 
them without a lift. 

ADVANTAGES OF HEAVY DUTY LIFTS
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Improve Profitability
With your increase in productivity comes an increase in profitability. Consider just a few 
advantages of lifts:

 � Universal saddle systems decrease setup time.

 � Auto-spotting systems allow for automatic positioning of the moveable piston, 
which eliminates the need for crawling around on the floor.

 � Pendant controls let you make adjustments without back-and-forth trips to the  
control panel.

 � A VEC™ equalization and control system— like that found in the Rotary MOD35 — 
eliminates the need to manually adjust valves while controlling multiple jacks.

These are small-time savings when considered separately. But when you add up the little 
things, it becomes a lot. And that means a lot more profitability.

Short-term efficiencies add up, but so does your long-term maintenance savings when you 
purchase a high-quality lift. After all, you get what you pay for. So when considering a lift, 
look at much more than just the price tag. The less time a lift spends offline waiting for 
repairs, the more profitable you remain.

ADVANTAGES OF HEAVY DUTY LIFTS
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Ergonomics and Safety
When using a lift, ergonomic working heights and convenient controls can result in less 
physical strain—and fewer injuries— for your techs. When it comes to safety, nothing 
provides more than a lift. They provide more access and better lighting to the undercarriage. 
And techs are less likely to get debris in their eyes and ears with a lift than when they’re 
lying on a creeper under a truck.

Workers’ Compensation Costs
Vehicle lifts frequently decrease the number of accidents and injuries suffered by workers. 
This results in fewer lost work hours and healthier employees. And in the long run, many 
facilities also see their workers’ compensation premiums reduced. The same can’t be said of 
creepers. The awkward positions that creepers force can lead to muscle strain, particularly 
in the back and neck. They also increase the likelihood of burns on uncooled parts and exposure 
to hazardous fluids.

ADVANTAGES OF HEAVY DUTY LIFTS
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A COMMON GOAL

Employee Recruitment and Retention
There’s little doubt that you’ve been affected by an ongoing, relentless shortage of trained 
technicians. That shortage is expected to get even worse as more and more baby boomers 
retire. As the demand for trained techs increases and the supply decreases, you need every 
advantage possible to recruit and retain employees.

Higher pay, better benefits and more vacation time are a few ways to entice technicians  
to your shop — but don’t overlook better working conditions. Many top technicians seek  
out work in OEM dealerships, in part because of dealers’ investment in superior 
technology — including lifts. By installing the most technologically advanced lifts in your 
shop, you can compete with these dealers when it comes to recruitment and retention. And 
it’s not just because of the technology itself. When you make investments in top-quality shop 
equipment— like vehicle lifts — you’re showing that you value your employees, which 
contributes to better morale and more professional attitudes. 

ADVANTAGES OF HEAVY DUTY LIFTS
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Return on Investment
Using portable lifts outside or in other parts of your shop will often enable you to add 
additional bays in your facility, which increases your revenue potential. Use the following 
ROI Payback Calculator to determine how quickly a vehicle lift will pay for itself in your 
operation and begin generating extra profit. 

Fill in your own numbers for A, E and H.

A Number of Technicians 5

B Minutes Saved per Day per Technician when Using Heavy Duty Lifts 30

C Total Minutes Saved per Day (A x B) 150

D Hours Saved per Day (C÷60) 2.5

E Hourly Shop Rate $75

F Additional Profit per Day (D x E) $187.50

G Annual Number of Working Days 260

H Cost of Lift $26,000

I Days to Recover Initial Investment (H÷F) 139

J Additional Revenue Generated per Year After Initial Investment for Lift Is Paid $48,750

ADVANTAGES OF HEAVY DUTY LIFTS



How to Choose a Lift for 
Your Maintenance Facility
Because of the central role lifts play in most maintenance and repair tasks, it’s crucial  
that they’re chosen with care. If your lift doesn’t perform as it’s needed or is frequently 
in need of repair, your workflow — and profitability — will be disrupted.

Before you can make an intelligent lift purchase, you need to assess your needs and 
develop a plan that fits your business both now and in the future. Don’t just choose a lift 
for the current state of your business. Look at where you want your business to be down 
the road. The type of services your facility performs — and will perform in the future — 
is the most important factor in choosing the right lifts.

For some facilities, a single model of lift is appropriate for all of the work they perform. 
That said, most facilities benefit from having a variety of lift styles, so that the service 
manager can assign particular jobs to the most appropriate bays. 
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There are many factors you should consider when choosing vehicle lifts. Consider them all 
before making your selections. 

Facility layout. Major considerations include space availability, traffic flow, concrete and soil 
quality, vehicle lengths, turning radius, and whether the facility is leased or owned. Your goal 
is to find the optimal design for the available space. 

Types, sizes and weights of vehicles to lift. Consider lifting capacity and available accessories 
too. And remember to plan for any new vehicles that might be added to the fleet.

Services performed. The style of lifts you choose can have a significant impact on the speed 
and quality of the work you perform. Some lifts will help you get the job done. The right lifts will 
help you get the job done with little hassle and in the shortest time possible.

Efficiency, versatility and productivity. The type of lifts you consider should be conducive to the 
tasks you will perform. And you should evaluate how user-friendly, how fast and how useful the 
features are for the particular brand and model of lifts you’re considering.

Budget. When comparing the cost of lifts, look at the overall cost of ownership, not just the 
initial purchase price. The costs of repairs and downtime from a low-priced lift can easily 
outweigh any upfront savings. Technician safety is also a major consideration. Do you really 
want your techs standing under the cheapest lift you can find? 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT LIFT
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Safety. First and foremost, look for the gold label that reads: “ALI Certified” Only lifts that 
have passed independent safety testing can use this label. Also compare safety features and 
systems under consideration. 

Ergonomics. Most technicians prefer to stand up rather than lie on a creeper under a truck, 
because they find there’s less physical strain and it’s much more efficient and productive. Some 
lifts do more to maximize operator comfort and productivity.

Environmental Concerns. Consider what precautions are designed into a lift to prevent hydraulic 
fluid leaks, electrolysis, water contamination and other environmental concerns.

Lift Maintenance. Good lifts require minimal maintenance while offering years of safe, reliable 
service. Compare the maintenance schedules on lifts you’re considering, because anytime a lift 
is down for maintenance, it’s cutting into your productivity and revenue. 

Lift Origin. Lifts and their components are manufactured around the world. If you prefer 
equipment that’s made in America, take that into consideration. And no matter where a lift  
or its components are manufactured, make sure it’s engineered and tested in North America 
to meet domestic engineering and safety standards.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT LIFT



Types of Heavy Duty 
Vehicle Lifts
There are seven main types of lifts used in truck maintenance facilities:

• Inground lifts

• Pit lifts

• Two-post surface lifts

• Four-post surface lifts

• Parallelogram lifts

• Mobile column lifts

• Platform lifts
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

Inground Lifts

The top choice of heavy duty maintenance operations for more than 80 years, inground lifts provide the best access to the 
various maintenance items on a vehicle. They’re also the most ergonomic and space-efficient option. Available in scissor and 
two- or three-post options, inground lifts engage a vehicle by its axles. The lift is operated either by a control box, pendant or 
above-ground console, while the lift, power units and hydraulics are located in the ground. Typical lifting capacity for inground 
lifts is up to 90,000 pounds.

Typical Uses:  
Lifting large two-axle, three-axle and tandem-axle vehicles for most preventive maintenance and repair tasks.

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Speeds the performance of service and maintenance of components on 
the vehicle’s undercarriage

 � Provides unobstructed access to all vehicle service areas, including sides
 � Provides more working room around and under the vehicles
 � Retracts into the ground when not in use to free the bay of obstructions
 � One column moves forward or back to accommodate a wide range  

of vehicles
 � Occupies less space than surface lifts
 � Immediately frees the wheels once the vehicle is lifted
 � Easy to move vehicles around
 � Most productive lift design
 � Modern design eliminates environmental concerns
 � Lifespan of 30 years or more

 � Higher installation cost than  
surface lifts

 � Location is fixed
 � Poor for steam cleaning
 � Difficult to relocate
 � Posts may get in the way when 

attempting to remove axles
 � Older inground lifts may leak hydraulic 

oil into the ground and can be harder 
to maintain/repair
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PRODUCT PROFILE: THE ROTARY LIFT MOD35 INGROUND LIFT

The Rotary MOD35 is the most versatile and inventive inground lift to ever hit the industry. It has 
a capacity of between 70,000 and 105,000 pounds. It’s heavy duty, environmentally friendly and is 
customized to fit your specific needs. 

New Patent-Pending Pendant-Only Controls. This standard remote control system operates all  
of the lift’s features away from the lift console, maximizing shop productivity and visibility of the 
vehicle during operation. It’s joystick-equipped with infinite variable speed control  
of fore/aft and up/down operation, plus fine adjustment of the lifting carriage or moveable 
position. And it contains a protective guard to prevent accidental engagement when not in use.

New Patent-Pending Installation/Construction Method. Our new installation method streamlines the 
install time and reduces installation costs. 

New System-Monitoring and Added Control Features. Includes programmable height and wheelbase 
settings for up to 25 preset vehicle locations.

Environmentally Friendly Containment-Style Design. The six-foot-deep steel enclosure is sealed 
inside and out with our exclusive Enviro-Guard coating and is warranted against corrosion and 
electrolysis for ten years. The containment forms a barrier between the lift and the ground, 
locking out groundwater and trapping oil and other shop fluids. The containment housing reduces 
installation costs and allows for easy access to all lift components.

Unobstructed Clear Floor Design. Both housings are recessed for zero-clearance drive-through when 
the lift is in the down position. A wheel-spotting dish for axle positioning guides the placement 
of the vehicle for lifting. 

Variable Equalization and Control System (VEC™). This uses a pendant joystick to control location, 
speed and heights. It eliminates the need to manually adjust the valves. And it allows jacks to be 
controlled individually for vehicle spotting or simultaneously for lifting.

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
THE MOD35

http://www.rotarylift.com/LIFTS/MOD35/
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

Common in European service garages, axle-engaging pit lifts are added to existing service pits to expand the maintenance 
and repair tasks that you can perform there. With pit lifts, fleet operators can get the same productivity from a pit as they do 
from a bay that’s equipped with a full lift. Pit lifts are nice when you’re performing maintenance  
that requires the wheels to be free — lubrication, brake, wheel and transmission work. Typical lifting capacity for pit lifts is up 
to 44,000 pounds.

Typical Uses:  
Tasks that require the wheels to be free. Also, repairs to or replacement of the suspension, because pit lifts deload a vehicle’s 
weight from its suspension.

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Much less expensive than traditional surface or inground lifts  
 � Adding one to an existing service pit turns it into a fully functional service bay  
 � Productivity is enhanced because a vehicle doesn’t need to move bays when 

services include an oil change and brake or suspension work  
 � Most are mobile, so a single lift can be used in a number of pits  
 � Adapters enable the pit lift to be used as removal tools for transmissions, gas 

tanks and other vehicle components 
 � Safe replacement for work often done by jack stands, dollies or  

makeshift solutions 

 � Can only be used in service pits
 � Makes it difficult for technicians to 

walk the length of a vehicle in narrow 
pits

Pit Lifts
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

The most widely used vehicle lift in the world, two-post lifts feature two sets of lifting arms attached to two columns. They are 
available in asymmetrical and symmetrical designs. When the vehicle is parked between the columns, you manually position 
the arms to lift the vehicle at designated pickup points on the frame. 

Typical Uses:  
Lifting light- or medium-duty trucks and vans.

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Lower initial cost, including installation
 � Easy access to most of the vehicle undercarriage and drivetrain 
 � Wheels hang free for wheel, brake, steering and suspension work 
 � Fast installation with no digging
 � Available adapters make it possible to lift a variety of vehicles
 � Easy to maintain
 � Easily moved or relocated
 � Environmentally friendly because there is no fluid below ground
 � Available with a wide range of vehicle contact configurations for  

maximum flexibility.
 � Extended-height models available for taller vehicles
 � Low-ceiling models available for shops with ceilings as low as 10 feet

 � Lower capacity excludes many vehicles 
 � Columns can affect productivity, 

damage doors or restrict access to the 
vehicle passenger compartment

 � Overhead bar can limit lifting heights 
on taller vehicles 

 � Less efficient at times due to less room 
for technicians to work

 � Lifespan of 10-15 years is shorter than 
inground lifts

Two-Post Lifts
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

When using a four-post lift, you simply drive onto runways situated between the posts and then lift the vehicle. There’s  
no set-up required for the lift process, and a mechanic can have a car ready for service in about 60 seconds. Four-post lifts can 
also be outfitted with rolling jacks that allow you to lift the front, rear or all wheels off of the runway by the  
axles. You can also equip them with alignment kits. Typical lifting capacity for four-post lifts is up to 60,000 pounds.

Typical Uses:  
Fast-turn service, such as oil changes, center undercarriage and exhaust work, alignments, tasks requiring loaded suspensions, 
and work on long-wheelbase vehicles. 

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Available in a variety of lengths and lifting capacities with adjustable runway 
track widths to accommodate most vehicles  

 � Very versatile when equipped with rolling jacks, which allow you to perform 
brake, tire and suspension work 

 � Can be equipped to perform alignments and front-end adjustments 
 � Fast and easy installation, set-up and use
 � Can be configured as a drive-through model to drive vehicles on and off lift 
 � Lower initial costs
 � Installation requires no digging 
 � Easy to maintain 
 � Can be moved or relocated 
 � Environmentally friendly, because there is no fluid below ground

 � Require a fairly large area 
 � Greater approach area can impede 

traffic flow
 � Columns and runways limit  

walk-through space and access  
to the vehicle

 � Crossbeams can hinder  
front-end work 

 � Lifespan of 10-15 years is shorter than 
inground lifts

Four-Post Lifts
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

Like four-post lifts, vehicles are driven onto runways that are then raised. Instead of going straight up like a four-post lift, however, 
these lifts move fore and aft as they rise up. Because these lifts don’t require a set-up, they’re one of the fastest lifts to use. There 
are three versions of parallelogram lifts: surface mount, surface with recessed mount and flush mount. Typical lifting capacity for 
parallelogram lifts is up to 130,000 pounds.

Typical Uses:  
Most preventive maintenance and repair tasks, wash bays, inspections, alignments.

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Capable of lifting even the heaviest vehicles, so a single lift can service most 
trucks in a fleet, as well as most automobiles 

 � Smaller space requirement than four-post models
 � Provides a larger work area under a vehicle than a four-post
 � Provides maximum side access to vehicles
 � No columns or cross bars 
 � Can lie close to the floor without a need for permanent columns, which keeps 

the bay free of obstructions 
 � Lights in the platforms make it easier to see while working under a vehicle 
 � With the addition of rolling jacks, can be used to perform most repair and 

maintenance tasks, including brake, tire, and suspension work 
 � Can be equipped to perform alignments 
 � Can be configured as drive-through model to drive vehicles on and off lift 
 � Options available for wash bay applications 
 � Can be moved or relocated 
 � Environmentally friendly, because there is no fluid below ground

 � More expensive than four-post models 
 � Platforms can get in technicians’ way 
 � Require rolling jacks to remove tires
 � Require more space fore and aft to 

raise and lower
 � Take up more room than inground lifts

Parallelogram Lifts
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

The fastest-growing category of above ground lift for the heavy duty market, mobile column lifts consist of four or six portable 
columns linked by a common control circuit. The columns are wheeled to the vehicle, then they’re connected together via wireless 
technology or control cables for synchronized lifting. Some models allow the wheel forks to adjust to different wheel sizes. Typical 
lifting capacity for mobile column lifts ranges from 60,000 pounds to more than 90,000 pounds.

Typical Uses:  
Most preventive maintenance and repair tasks— indoors or out. Ability to turn empty space into a repair, inspection or wash area. 

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Portable and extremely flexible 
 � Can be moved between bays, outdoors or even away from the shop 
 � Offer unobstructed access to the vehicle undercarriage 
 � Once a vehicle is lifted, jack stands can be used to keep that vehicle up Then, 

the lift can be moved to raise another vehicle 
 � Can lift virtually any vehicle configuration 
 � Clear floor under a vehicle provides easy tool access 
 � No installation costs
 � Relatively inexpensive
 � Environmentally friendly, because there is no fluid below ground

 � Can be time-consuming to move and 
reposition columns

 � For non-wireless models, the electric 
cables stretch between columns on the 
floor

 � Can’t easily be used for wheelwork 

Mobile Column Lifts
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TYPES OF HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE LIFTS

Like post lifts, vehicles drive onto platforms with these lifts. But heavy duty platform lifts, don’t have posts. They have a lifting 
mechanism that’s similar to a parallelogram lift. Unlike those parallelogram lifts, though, heavy duty scissor lifts raise and lower 
vehicles in a straight vertical path. Once a vehicle is raised, it gives technicians full access to the underside of the trucks on the 
platform. Both surface-mounted and inground versions are available. Typical lifting capacity for heavy duty scissor lifts ranges from 
44,000 pounds to 80,000 pounds.

Typical Uses:  
Most preventive maintenance and repair tasks, wash bays, inspections, alignments.

Features & Benefits: Drawbacks:

 � Multiple locking positions at convenient and ergonomic working heights 
 � Extra-wide platforms for easier drive on and off
 � Open front and rear design creates working clearance through entire middle  

of lift
 � Easier to remove or relocate than many other lifts
 � Manual lowering in case of a power outage 
 � Independent runways minimize deflection under the heaviest loads 

 � Takes up more floor space than 
inground or mobile column lifts

 � Need a rolling bridge jack to remove 
wheels 

Heavy Duty Platform Lifts
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PRODUCT PROFILE: THE ROTARY V-REX VERTICAL RISE PLATFORM LIFT

This drive-on lift is built for the toughest jobs. The V-REX is available in 44,000-, 64,000-  
and 80,000-pound capacities, and it has plenty of innovative features that increase durability  
and reliability.

Small Footprint With Big Capacity. This lift combines the best parts of a parallelogram lift and a 
scissor lift. Its unique half-scissor legs lift vehicles straight up, like a scissor lift. But it offers the 
drive-on convenience of a parallelogram lift without taking up as much floor space.

Engineered for Durability. Made of two-inch solid steel, the legs transfer lower shear forces to your 
shop floor, which also makes installation simpler. Plus, their hinges rotate and pivot instead of 
sliding, making them more efficient and longer lasting. And heavy-duty bearings ensure they can 
stand up to heavy loads.

Stronger Runways. Built with as much as 5,000 pounds more steel per runway than the 
competition, our V-REX runways can withstand much heavier loads. That’s why we’ve made them 
available in five lengths from 28 feet to 48 feet. Even the longer runways won’t give under heavy 
loads. They’re also extra-wide for easier loading.

Patent-Pending Internal Stroke Measuring System. This reduces everyday wear and tear, because 
the system keeps the lift’s platforms level while in use. The sensors are located within the cylinder, 
which prevents damage and expensive calibration visits.

Easy-to-Use Console. Techs can program the lift to preset heights, and an optional pendant control 
makes raising and lowering the V-REX even easier.

Open-Front Design. Provides lots of workspace and clearance around the legs.

77-Inch Rise. That’s nearly six-and-a-half feet, so even the tallest techs find it comfortable  
and ergonomic.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 
V-REX

http://www.rotarylift.com/LIFTS/Scissors/V-Rex/


For most shops, vehicle lifts are a major investment. And they’re an 
investment that will affect your revenue for years to come. Don’t take 
your decision lightly, and use all of the resources available when 
making your decision. That includes the experienced distributors 
from Rotary. They can help you evaluate your needs and make the 
right decision for your shop now and in its future. Contact one in  
your area or get in touch at RotaryLift.com.
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